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Ththththat's all folks !
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Well, another semester draw to a
close and the MiIw: is still in operation. Yes, it is a minor miracle.
Throughout all the controversy and
turmoil, we still ignored all of your
complaints and snivelings. My gosh,(
notice that I did not use the Lord's
name in vain) people, does anybody
have a spine anymore let alone a sense
ofhwnor?!? A few complaints come
in, and I stress a few, and next thing
you know, people are expecting us to
give our fust born children to repent
for all of our outlandish and satanic
deeds. Give me a break.
O.K. I don't like homosexuality.
Yes I am a male. No I don't believe I
need to apologize for it. Yes, I believe
everyone is created equal. Some just
turn out better than others. No, I am
not one of those. I have no selfesteem, no respect for myself and
others, Hell folks, I'm the Editor-inChief of a crummy newspaper at a
school of a bunch of apathetic nerd
engineers. Yes, I am stereotyping
everyone on this campus. Sorry about
that.
If you haven't guessed it by now I
am graduating and I don't really care
anymore. Some people refer to this
syndrome as senioritis. Well, I have
had this common disorder since I came
here. I guess you could call me a lost
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Student curator to be chosen for UMR

cause (although I imagine by now you
would like to call me something a bit
News Services
worse.)
SOURCE
All in all, this has been aiun year.
I hope that everyone found us entertaining if not always informative.
Personally, I received lots of good
comments about the paper, but then
again those people could just have
The Board of Curators is the govbeen showing common courtesy.
erning body of the four University of
Well, it doesn't really mailer because I
liked what we have done and really Missouri campuses and consists of
nine persons appointed by the goverthat is all that matters.
One bright spot is that you don't nor. For the past seven years, a UM
have to put up with me or any of the student representative has been alviews that I have passed onto the pa- lowed to sit on the Board of Curators.
per. Of course, those who will run this
great 'literay masterpiece probably
willoffendyouevenmore. Worse yet,
they'll probably gloat all year long
instead of just at the end like I am
doing.
On a serious note, I would like to
NewsServi~
thank all of our readers for pUlling up
SOURCE
with us and for the comments that they
have made. I would like to wish the
new staff good luck. A long time
Rolla, Mo - The University of
member of our staff will be leaving the
paper, yes Dan, you will be missed. Mi~souri-Rolla is using artificial intelligence to help the American AutomoEspecially by Nick from Denver!
Dennis Miller said it best, "and I bile Association keep more drivers in
its clubs.
am outa herc!!11
Researchers at UMR ' s Intelligent
Tom Brown
E.I.C.

By state law, the student curator
shall attend all meetings and participate in all deliberations of the board
(except closed meetings), but does
not have the right to vote on any
matter before the board. The term of
the student representative to the
Board of Curators is two full years
and rotates from each of the four UM
campuses. Beginning January I,
1994, the position shall be held by a
student from UMR.
The requirements of becoming
Student Curator include:
* must be a Missouri resident,

* must be enrolled full-time as a
student of UMR.
As Student Curator, one must attend all regularly called meetings of
the board and keep contact with the
student governrnents of the other three
UM campuses, as well as work closely
with Student Council at UMR.
The selection of the Student Curator from UMR will be made this fall.
More information will be posted in
September and applications should be
available in October. If you are interested or would like more information,
please call the Student Council Office
at 341-4280.

Research in artificial Intelligence at UMR
Systems Center are working with
eight AAA clubs, including the
AAA-Auto Club of Missouri, to create a method to identify those members most likely to let their ,memberships expire. The researchers are
striving for 75 percent accuracy with
the system, which combines traditional statistical analysis techniques
with newer artificial intelligence
technologies like expert systems and
artificial neural networks.

"We're analyzing those factors
which cause people to leave the auto
clubs to determine what proactive
srrategies the auto clubs can use to
keep them as members," says Dr.
Colin O. Benjamin, associate professor of engineering management at
UMR and the principal investigator of
the project.

see Artificial, page 10
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Up at UMR

What~
Wednesday
SUB BBQ at the Hockey Puck

2:30 pm

StuCo Lawyer/Walnut

6:00 pm ' Spehmkert Qub/104 McNutt

UMR Performing Arts Series presents Orion

nowtakingapplicationsforsummeremployment.

cho~

youths 18 and under. For more information call

located approximately 30 minutes from Rolla.

information and image management, requires

the awardee. The application/nomination may be

341-4219.

Various positions available, such as canoe and raft

significant commitment on the part of the student

made on a plain paper and the following infonna-

work, grounds, housekeeping, store staff, etc ... A

to research and write. A minimum gnde point

tion must be included:

season commitment from mid-May through La-

average of 3.0 is required, and there are some

I. Name of the candidate

bar Day is required and reliable transportation a

limitations in the range of a college major. Other-

2. Complete postal address and telephonelfax

mUSL Possible camper-cabin

3:00 pm

Gaming Association Gaming Session!

Spelunkers Club Meeting/204 McNutt

Blue Key Meetmgl216 ME

ing/MJ.ramec

6:30 pm Interfraternity Council Rush Chainnan

7:00 pm Show-Me Anime/212 McNutt

M"n11 McN

Alpha Chi Sigma Meetinsft},3

high school seniors to college. The scholarship

1110.

recipient is honored at the Annual AllM Banquet.

4. Chronology of education

Form-ore infonnation on the John P. Eager Schol-

5. Chronology of jobs held

1:00 pm College Repubtic:ans/204ILS.S .

1:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Help Seuion./213 EE

Sunday

1:30 pm Tau Beta Si,ma Meeting/139 ChemEn,

MOTIIERl DAY

g:OO pm Kappa Kappa Psi Medin,

6:00 pm Newman BBQ

arship. contact Maureen Heffernan, Monger,

6. Area of specialization
7. Complete list of refereed publications in

CLEVELAND. OIL April 1.1993 -The Kiroy

Wyne Avenue, Suite 1100, Silver Spring, Mary-

jouma1s. (Please enclose at least 5 significant

Company -

land 20910. 301/581-8208 FAX 301/581-211 L

pubtications.)

SHARMSHER

colSifany.

Funded jointly b:

Thursday

9. A statement of 500 words of the significant

Shamsher Prakash Foundation annoWices the

1992 "S.P. RESERACH AWARD" (or youn8.

10. Any other relevant information.

peted for 108 scholarships and received over

world. Applications/nominations are solicited 50

All applications and nominations will be roe-

$12.000.

as to reach the

Hono~ry

fulul< ""nlrib",i"", (on a «pa ..'e .heet).

Secretary on or before

otechnical Engineeri.n,

emphasizes time management, communication

Earthquake Enaineerina. It is particularly neces-

concert. Felix Mendelssohn', "Elijah," 2.00 pm.,

setting. Participants wode as full-time ~ part-

Admission is

free. For more infonnation call 341-4185.

1:00 pm UMRARC last thunday o(!he Mooth I

time indespe:ndent Kirby dealers: durin, June, July
and August, competing for monthly scholarships
based on sales p..crfonnance.

NW. Comer o( the Basemen' of the Rolla B1d"
According to Greg Koenig, director of sales ad-

Monday

mirmtntion. "Makin' the Grade" participant$: no

ANAlS

only earn money for tuition, but overcome the

7:00 pm Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg./Walnut

nity

8:00 am Univen.ity of Missouri Board of Cun.-

The applicant should be a specialist in Ge-

native to dead-end summer jobs, the program

dilemma of fmding

I

and/or Geotechnical

At
persu

mista

Cons
press
A

flred
deere

get1Ul

men.
grouf
hanOi
her ~
medi'

iS1ic f,
contributions in the past five yeaf"5 and potential of

Iune 30. 1993.

Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall.

10" meetmg!UMR CcntennialHall

A WARD

scientist$: and researt:h workers from all over the

skills. and professionalism in an actual business

MHZ

RESEARCH

recruits from the United States and Canada com-

UMR Choir and Orche5tn. will perfonn spring

Tall:m-14S.45 MHZ,443.285 MHZ, 1284.6

8. Statement of processes developed and patPRAKASH

from S250 to S 1,250. Last year over 600 college

Desianed to live college "-udents a realistic alter·

9:00 pm Newman Mus

3. Date of birth

o"lpter Relations at AlIM headquarters, 1100

and the Kirby Company, the scholarships range

SUB Movie: Dncula/104 ME

number

Financial Aid

independent distributors. divisional supervisors

Saturday

Rs 30,000 app.) pa)'ll.ble in the local cumncy of

wise, the contest is open to full-time students, from

manufacturer of home care system

1

The amount of the award is US S1001 (Indian

style lodging nu.y be

gram, "Makin' the Gnde."

ChemEng

each year on an aspect of the field of

is continuing its annual College ScholaBhip Pro-

8:00 pm CPAS: Orion Suin8 Quarte,
1:00 pm

essay conlest with a S5,OOO prize. The essay topic,

available to a few. Call forapplication at 800-392-

6:00 pm InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Meet~

6:15 pm

contributions and show promise of excellence.

HaJJ. Admission for UMR students is free with

139 ClemEng

6:00 pm

sary that candidates have significant independent

ticket. Public seating is S12 for adults and S7 for

1:30 pm Muslim Student Assoc.

6:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Meeting/l03 EE

film technology as applied by business.
The Eager Scholarship is a minimum 2.S00-word

Summer Employment: Indian Springs Lodge is

Randy

@341.7330

more infonnation . Everyone welcome!

String Quartet, 8 p.m., Leach Theatre, Castleman

see Aid, page 18
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businen experience.

uKirby distributors provide these student$: with a
noon-l:OO pm

UMR Performing Arts: Seminar,

"hn·, 'Elijah:". Room

cIc1..

Admission

138. Castleman IIalL

direct route to a ,ood career oppor11lnity. Recruits

Tuesday

CarroU Proctor, '"Back around on Felix Mm-

bypass the challenge most students face -

ANALS

obtain

ing a worthwhile summer opportunity without'

ts free and open to the public.

real world' work experience under their belts.."

I

12:30 pm Newman S<ripwl<

noon. Missouri Room., Uni-

For more infonnation., contact your local author·

versity Ccnter-Eut The public il invited. to at-

ized Kirby distributor or call (216) 228-2400 or

national open house,

Mi,.no 1

<:Pm

consi

Univenity OratOI"5 ChaplCTofToutmlStel'1lnltr-

I'mn
Colun

tend. FormoreinfonnationcontactCarolKieh1al

wrile the Kirby Company, 1920 West 114th

Norwood

341-4328.

SlJ"cd. Clever1and, OH 44102-2391.

.-week
bIi!tal

6:30 pm BSU Worship

2:30 pm SluCo uwyer/Watnu,

THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Thiil

6:30 pm Han, G1idm, Club Medin,

9:30 pm IuU1ml Club a' Miner Reo,

1:30 pm Adull Children of Alcoholic<

tn,
(TROA) FORT LEONARD WOOD CHAP-

a1!ho,

TER OFFERS SCHOLARSIUP PROGRAM

dange
!Ulho

FOR 1t931N THE AMOUNT OF $SOO ELIGI.
6:30 pm Oown To Earth Meding/210 McNutt

1:30 pm Lutheron Bibte Cl...

8:00 pm SL Pal', Comm....

Next
Wednesday
ANALS

8:00 pm SUB Praenu: Marl: Pillman Hypnoti&l/

foUnd

.. UndtrandUlt.e or anduate studenu

~t

• Must be military officer or dependent of the

origin
leglJi:

urne
• Must be !<COmmended by a FLW TROA Chap-

who~

termembtt

inloi1

• Hiab school and UMR transcript requirrd

104 ME

Noday

9:30 pm Iun1in, Club at Miner Re<:.

BILITY:

• Must be at least a half-time student
See Cp' Whi'e. 310 Ham. Halt. (or dcuils and

Need to do ,omeihing to relieve sorne 5lress1

application fonns,

Want to learn how to shoot a ,un safely? Come

Application Deadline: June 30, 1993

join lbe UMR T ..p and Skeet Club m T-2 (the
white buildina behind the libnry) at 3:30 every

-

Friday
SUB Movi<: Dncula/l04 ME

Friday and
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THEJOHN P. EAGER EDUCATION TRUST
nJNDSCIfOLARSHIP

Call Jeffrey W.
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a pianttl' in the development of modem micro-

have to have your own aun.
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The demonizing of white men
This article is a reprint of
John Leo's Article in U.S.
News and World Report.
Attention, men of the Caucasoid
persuasion. Have you made a terrible
mistake by being bom white males?
Consider these recent items from the
press:
A New York weekly newspaper
fued a columnist because a higher-up
decreed that the paper "should begin
getting rid of these middle-aged white
men." (Sexism, ageism, racism.) A
group called Women, Men and Media
honored a black female colurnnjst for
her assaults on "the male and pale"
media powers. (Casual racism, melanisticfeminism.) The catalog forthe biennial art show at New York's Whitney Museum suggests that whiteness
is a "notion" or "faUacy." (logically
srupefying artistic racism.)
And
Newsweek published a strange and
jeering cover story on white males.
(Sexism, racism, instirutional sophomorocism.)
What is going on here? Simple.
Like guerrillas moving do~n ~~l? the
Pills to attack the cities, the race-andg~nder people are no longer just sniping from marginal positions on campus and in the art world. With the aid
of an ever-credulous press corps, they
are now pumping their doctrine into
the general culTUre. That doctrine is

Page 3

'

Conservatives'sCorner

that America will increasingly be di- could only have been thought up on a
vided by a truculent tribalism, with university campus. 10 the academic
nonwhites and white women ganging world, women are viewed as a separate
up in a grand alliance to wrest power power group abused by a relentlessly
from white males.
raped-minded and harassing oppresThere several things to say about sor. 10 the real world, most women
this.
marry men. Let's ass ume that most
* It's really indefensible. It;s wrong women want equality, good jobs and
to attack or fue people because of race families, not front-line action in a war
and gender, even if they happen to be to topple their husbands, brothers and
white guys. And no one who is serious sons.
about social justice in America thinks * The race-and-gender people are bait's a good idea to divide up teams by sically using a Marxist analysis of
skin color or gender and set them society, with the role of capitalist
against one another.
oppressor now played by the white
* It's dangerous. At a time of high male. This is a weird distortion that
racial tensions and high immigration, forces believers to argue that all white
it is distinctly unwise to keep telling males are privileged, even ones who
native-bom whites that nonwhites and clearlyaren'\. I would hate to be the
inunigrants are a unified bloc that 's race-and-gender special agent disabout to take over.
10 the 19th patched to Appalachia to explain how
cenrury, crazies of the right strummed socially powerful white males are, or
this theme and touched off the atroci- to explain to Bill Cosby or Colin
ties of the anti-inunigrant Nativist Powell how oppressed he is. With a
movement. Why does it make s~nse grirnMarxistanalysisthathas mutated
for the crazies of the left to strum it into an attack on white males , the racenow? At the very least, this strategy and-gender people are constantly conrisks the . rise of an angry popular fusing capital.ism, corporate culrure
move\nent-to shut down inunigration ' and white maleness.
and programs ~at primaril¥ benefit ' * There is no gr~d alli";';~~ "~{;;'~n~
nonwhites. Does anybody remember whites against white men. Amitai
Etzioni,sociologistandauthorof"The
the David Duke scare?
* The idea that the white women of Spirit of Community ," calls this alliAmerica will join an alliance to bring
Discrimination, page 18
sown white men is so hilarious that it , See
l

11
0.
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Changing
your per$pe~!i~~
Last week, James Barnes wrote
an article stating that the Bible is
simply an anthology of ancient literaTUre. As a Christian, I think I can
safely say that Chri~tians and nonChristians have diff~ring views on
the Bible. Most Christians regard
the Bible as a source of promise and
instruction for everyday life. Nonchristian, on the other hand, often
regard the Bible as a set of books on
the sarne level as Beowulf or one of
Shakespeare's plays. This article
was definitely written from the latter point of view.

Mr. Barnes is obviously wellread in at least the First part of the
Old Testament. I would encourage
him and those with similar scrutiny. I'd be willing to bet that it
would change your perspective on
the Bible. -

Page 4
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UMR-BOOKSTORE
STARTING
THURSDAY MAY 6th
8:30 A~-4:00PM
BOOKS ARE MONEY· GUARD AGAINST THEFT
WE BUY THE LARGEST RANGE OF BOOKS · HARD OR SOFT BOU"~
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ENDOFTHE

YEAR
WEDNESDAY MAY 5th
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News
SOURCE

The University of MissouriRolla performing arts program is
sponsoring a discussion on Felix
Mendelssohn's "Elijah" at noon
Thursday, May 6, in Room 138 of
Castlemen Hall.
Dr. Carroll Proctor, a retired
professor of music from Simpson
College in Indianola, Iowa, will lead
the discussion on "Elijah," which
Mendelssohn composed in 1846.
"Elijah" is based on the biblical account of the prophet as told in I Kings.
Proctor will portray Elijah in the
University Choir and Orchestra's performance of the work at 2 p. m. Sunday, May 9, in Leach Theatre of
Castleman Hall.
For more information about the
concert or the discussion contact Joel
Kramme, assistant professor of music
and director of the choir and orchestra,
at (314) 341-4109.

I-

in concert at 3 p. m. Sunday, May 2, in
Leach Theatre of UMR's Castleman
Hall, 10th and Main streets.
The concert is free and open to the
public. Following the performance
will be a reception, where friends of
the band will be honored.
This will be the last concert directed by Patricia Childress, UMR
lecturer of music. Childress is leaving
UMR to pursue doctoral studies in
instrumental studies at The Ohio State
University.
A variety of selections will be
performed by the band, including" A
Festival Prelude," by Alfred Reed;
"Shoutin' Liza Trombone," by Henry
Fillmore, featuring the trombone section; "They're Off," by Fred Jewell, a
gallop played at rodeos; and "Selections from the Phantom of the Opera,"
arranged by Warren Barker.
For more information on the
concert, contact the UMR performing
arts program at (314) 341-4185.

presents the Orion String Quartet at 8
p. m. Friday, May 7,in Leach Theatre
of UMR's Castleman Hall, 10th and
Main streets.
UMR students with a valid student identification may get free tickets. General admission tickets - $12
for adults and $7 for you ths 18 and
under - go on sale Minday and may
be purchased from 8a. m. t04: 30p. m.
at the UMR ticket window in the University Center-West. For more information call 341-4219.
The Orion String Quartet has
performed for audience at the Camegie Recital Hall, New York's 92nd
Street "Y," and the Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts. They also
have performed in Italy and Austria.
Members of the quartet brother Daniel and Todd Phillips, who
share the quartet's violinists roles
equally, violist Catherine Metz and
cellist Timothy Eddy - are all renowned artists who have received
acclaim in their individual careers.

I-

Tom Huffman
Staff Writer

With only 316 Daze til the Best
Ever, the St. Pats Committee is searching for a design for the 1994 sweatshirts. As an incentive to artists, we are
offering $100 for first place, $50 for
second place, and $25 for the third
place design. This is an opportunity for
all of the artists in Rolla to eam some
fast cash. All entries are due by September 7, so you have all summer and
part of next semester to draw the de-

sign for next years sweatshirt that
thousands of people will be wearing.
For more information call S~ott
Preston at 364-9901 or Jeff Lewallen
at 364-7176. This is a contest for everyone, so show us your ideas for the
best sweatshirts ever!
It is also time to start getting
ready for the St. Pats cudgel and float
competitions. Houses should begin
looking for a tree to carve into the first
place cudgel. Cudgels are not only
great fun to make, but are worth valuable participation points. Floats are
also a great way to rack up St. Pats
points. Remember, there are only 316
Daze til the Best ever!!!

<: S
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Well this is my last entry for this
semester and I am proud to announce
that the
movie this
week is
Bram
/I
'
_
Stoke!' s Drac\lla. This is dead week so
I thought that a movie about a dead
man would sort of be cool. I also
actually saw this movie (Unlike
Singles or Aladdin as if you haven't
noticed) so I can feel very good about
making things up about this film. To
start off with; I must say that this
movie is great! The begining sequence
of Count Dracula's origin is a work of
real cinematic art (than1< God for thesauruses!). And the story itself is dark
and at the same time fantastic. Don't
expect an Passenger 57 or Hellraiser
ill respectively for that), expect a real
twist~ sort QJ love story. And for
those perverts in second floor stall
number three: Yes you do get to see

=<

some boobs. And don't you expect
your average varnpire:rype movie either. Therearen.'t all ,hose stupid rules
that vampire,s have to obey, so dOl] 't be
too surprised when: Dracula has shadows and reflections in mirrors, just not
quite the way we would. He doesn't
have to be invited into a home, he can
sneak through key holes. And vampires can venture out into the daylight,
thay just aren't very powerful. There
are lots of other little known things
about vamps that really don't come up
such as iron stakes are better than
wood, turning coffins upside-down so
a. vamp will dig down at night, and a
steak through the heart will not kill a
_vamp, it will just paralyze it to the spot
until the steak is removed. But I digress. This movie i. an absolute must
for those interested in vampire lore or

those who wanted to know what the
original story was like. In fact, ·this
movie is more like the original tale
than any other fUm or show made. I
would like to end this article with a
cheezy sort of sweet dreams thing
because everyone else does it but then
I don't want to be like everyone else so
I'll instead wish you luck on your
finals or something. Have a kick-ass
summer!(No, that's high school.)
How about: Safety first when driving
and having sex! You had better enjo:(
Bram Stoker's Dracula or I'll quit
being the films and video chairman, I
can't take that kind of rejection you
know. And, as always, bring your student or SUB ID' s to enta'_ Dracula will
be shown at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday at MEl04.

the gl
more

5,45 pM

Steve

CAll TilE WESLEY

STARRING: GARY OLDMAN • WINONA RYDER • ANTHONY HOPKINS • KEANU REEVES • SADIE FROST
• RICHARD E. GRANT • CARY ELWES • BILL CAMPBELL • TOM WAITS
DIRECTOR: Francis Ford Coppola SCREENPLAY: James V. Hart
127 min •• 1992 • Rated R • Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.
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The second game started off better
than the first. In the second Tom
Ass. Sports Editor
Hasenstab got the hits rolling for
UMR with a lead-off double. Then a
This spring turned out to be disap- . single by Rastorfer, double by Ryan,
and home run Wade produced 5 runs
pointing to the UMR baseball team.
Many rainouts and re-scheduled for the Miners. UMR starter Nick
Winklemann threw 5 strong innings
games made it difficult for the Miners
allowing only 4 runs and giving the
to get on track.
UMR did get in a pair of double- Miners a 5-4 lead. The relief pitching
headers to fmish out the season. The could not hold though as Quincy Colfirst one was against Quincy College lege scored 15 runs off of 4 UMR
on April 21st at home. The second hurlers in 2 innings of play. The
Miners could not come through with
doubleheader was the next day, also at
home, in a conference match-up with any more tuns and the fmal score was
19-8 Quincy College.
Southwest BaptisL
After being swept in the doubleThe Miners took it on the chin
against Quincy College. Steve Zell header UMR's record fell to 4-14-1
overall and 2-8-1 in the MIAA. Also
started the flTSt game for UMR.
the sweep made it six straight losses
Quincy had his number getting three
consecutive hits and three runs in the
for the Miners.
Next for the team was Southwest
1st inning. Quincy added I more in the
2nd and 4 more in the 4th. Meanwhile Baptist who was 17-12,9-6 MIAA
the Miners were held scoreless until coming into the game. The game
turned out to be a pitchers dual. The
the Sth inning when they dot a single
game was decided, as so many times it
by Brett Felton followed by a double
is, by errors. Guess who had the
byTomHasenstab. Felton the~scored
on a ground out by G8I}' Hubbard, and errors. UMR did and lost the game 41. leffMitchell threw agood game but
Hasenstab crossed the plate on a wild
no run support and the errors cost
pitch. Thatcut the score to 8-2 Quincy.
UMR could muster only 2 more runs in UMR the victory. Their lone run came
in the second whenBrettFelton scored
the game while Quincy tallied up 7
more to make the fmal IS-4. Starter on a wild pitch. He reached base with
a lout single. The loss dropped the
Steve Zoll picked up ~e loss for UMR.

Joe Hornburg

JMOn

tun.on

A Miner hiHer smashing a line drive down the line In some of this years action
Miners to 4-IS-1 and 2-9-1 in the
MlAA.
In the second game of the day
UMR's bats were once again held silent by Souihwest Baptist's pitchers.
The Miner's managed just one run on
five hits and lost the game 8- 1. Southwest Baptist scored 7 of their runs off
ofUMR starter Eric SPrings in the fITst

inning. After the fITst Springs settled
down and allowed only one more run
for the rest of the afternoon. UMR
scored their run in the Sthon two walks
and two fielder's choices.
The loss dropped the Miners fmal
record to 4-16-1 and 2-10-1 in the
MIAA. These fmal two games showed
what hurt the Miners all season long.

Poor defense and lack of offense put
the team behind all the time, some of
which can be attributed to the bad
weather 1hroughout the season. The
weather kept the Miners from playing
many games and practicing indoors
most of the time. Hopefully next year
will bring warmer weather and hotter
bats to the UMR baseball team.
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UMR opinions on campus
When asked their favorite use for whipped cream, these students responded:

Tom Brown
Senior
"There are other uses for
whipped cream?"

Theresa Pierce
Senior
"Rub it all over my
boyfriends body ... "

Adolf Sciubba
Senior
"Put it on top of cakes."

Jason Ainsolie
Senior
"Body topping."

photos by Bre" SaunIer
IntervIews by Andy Dooley

Johns and Mary Big Wheel over Dillon Fence I
Cap tain Goatee
Staff Writer

Hi kids! It· s theguywith agoaton
his chin again . This is the last paper of
the semester so I thought r d tie a few
things up.
Well. now that Captain Cough
Syrup has some ropes on him. he won ' t
be a problem for a bit That gives me a
chance to tell you about what's going
on in the music world this SUmmer
(that I've heard of).
In the studio will be Toad the Wet
Sprocket.
Hopefully, Toad will be able to do an
album that is theirs rather than some
remixed, rec~rd company junk. Toad
is too good of a band to be ruined by the
success.
And yes, Penn Jillete, the loudmouth of Penn and Teller will be recording another album. He has a previous album with a group called Bongos,
Bass, and Bob. BBB was a cross between the Dead Milkmen, a beat poet
with the bongos, and the Velvet Underground. I can hardly wait!
On a sad note, Elektra h as
dropped Sara Hickman from its label.
She has an album recorded and ready,
now all she needs is a record company
to put it out. This is really a shame.
Richard Thompson fans are in for
a surprise. Hannibal released a three

Half of the collection is reported to be candy-pop sound overloaded my cirunreleased m aterial. ThoIl)pson cuits after a few listens. Bu t even in
should also have a new album in the small doses, Rosemary had me
hooked.
fall produced by Mitchell Froom.
Of course, the big news of the
summer is Loll ap alooza 93. With acts
like Dinosaur Jr. and Arrested Development on the bill, it looks like it's
going to be another great show.
rll be going to the Kerrville Folk
Festival in Texas. It's an 18 day open
air event where campers take over a
whole country side. All you do is eat,
sleep, and listen to music, lots ofit. (Or
if you are a musician you play music,
lots of it ) Ithas spawned acts like Lyle
Lovett and the soon to be famous (!)
Buddy Mondlock. This is a top folk
Outside In reveals a band that's
event and you'd be surprised at how
matured. The sound is a bit rougher
many of the big acts at the festival play
and a lot less sickehly sweet, and the
the Blue'·Heron.
At the end ~f the article is a Hst of - 'songs are still catchy·. The band' s new
direction is aided by producer Lou
the 10 goatee albums from this semesGiordano (The Pixies, Sugar). Where
ter, but for now take a gander at the
the songs on Rosemary were so polreviews.
ished that the glare sometimes hurt
your eyes, Outside In . features a
rougher, live. sound. Guitarist Kent
Alphin commented, "It just Came out
naturally, like our live show." Now I
have to see them live.
Outside In
Mammoth Records (1993)
9 goatees

Mammoth also sent me the new Big
Wheel album. I hadn 't heard of the
band before, but I am really impressed.
It's to cliche to say , but Big Wheels
really sounds like a cross between R.
E. M. , Live, and Pearl Jam. (They
remind me of Dharma Bums, but I
don ' t think you've heard of them.) Big
Wheel features intense and personal
lyrics, driving beats, and a sound that
sometimes harks back to 70 's rock.
Big Wheel is fronted by Peter
Searcy. In his teens, Searcy was the
leader of an obscure group called
Squirrel Bait. rve heard mention of
the"band, and I don't know what they
sounded like. But Searcy is now 25,
plays cello and sings, and writes smart
music.

Album Review

Album Review

John and Mary

Dillon Fence

The Weedkiller's Daughter
Rykodisc (1993)
8 goatees

Big Wheel

Siowtown mixes hard songs and .
Are you a fan of 10,000 maniacs?
soft songs all through the album .
" Lied" is a slower song. It talks about Well, r ve got a present for you - John
the breakup of a marriage or some and Mary. John was the bassist, 6 and

Siowtown
Mammoth Records (1993)

other relationship . " Lied" features the
cello out front, a mellow guitar hook,

Album Review

I just received an advance of the
new Dillon Fence album, and let me
tell you, I'm impressed. I liked their
last album, Rosemary, but I couldn't

Slow town is "Vicious Circle". It is
hard hitting, and the guitars are right
out of a stadium rock band's repertoire. Thankfully, "Vicious Circle" or
the other songs which have big guitar
chops don' t wear on me. The sty le is
straight forw ard and simple.
"Lied" is probably my favorite
song on the album . Other favorites
include "Bug Bites", the quiet song of
a_ broken home, " Daddy's at the
Wheel", and "Birthday".
Big Wheel's Slowdown is an
instantly accessible album. The music
has clout behind it, and the lyrics mean
something. Like I said before, if
you' ve worn out your R . E. M. , Pearl
Jam, and Live albums, check out
Siowtown by Big Wheel. It has the
best of all three worlds with a little
extra tI\rown in.
(To order Dillon Fence or Big Wheel
. write to: Mammoth Records, Carr Mill
2nd Floor, CaJ:Tboro, NC 27510)
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
WINTER 1993
The final examination period will begin Monday, May 10, 1993, at 7:30 a.m., and
end at 5:30 p.m., Friday, May 14, 1993. Common finals are scheduled for those
courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for common finals will be
announced by the instructors.
The courses not covered in sections I, II, and III are to be arranged by the
instructor in cooperation with the students in that course.
I. Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session during final
week. Evening courses are those courses beginning after 5:30 p.m.
I I . Common Finals include ALL SECTIONS.
B Eng 50, 150
B Eng 110
B Eng 120

CSci 73, 228
EE 63
EM 16 0
Hist 175, 176
Math 8
Math 204
Math 2 1,21H, 22
HE 208
HE 211
HE 219
HE 240, 242
HE 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sci 90
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III.

Regular Finals
First Weekly Class
Meeting Time

Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Friday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7 : 30-9:30
7:30 - 9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30

Final Exam Time

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

7 :3 0
8 :3 0
9:30
10:30
11:30
12 : 30
1:30
2:30

Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
FridayTuesday
Friday

3:30-5:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
10:00-12:00
1:00-3:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
1:00-3:00

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

8:05 or 8 :3 0
9:30
10:30
11:0'5 ' or 11:30
12:30
1:30 or 2 : 05

Thursday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday

10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
3:30-5:30

eel, II has iii!
Is wilh a tilde
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According to the Manua'l of Information all requests to change the final 13chedule
because of conflicts or having three or more examinations scheduled on one day
"are to be made in the Registrar's Office at least ·one week before the beginning
of the final examination week" (Friday, April 30).
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David Clark wins NSPE scholarship
The applications originated from
sC\lools ·such as M.I.T.: Standford
and of course UMR. Obviously,
some .of the best enguleering students in the United States were
·cCimpeling for the top honor.

NSPE
SOURCE

":" ~~'~ational ~iety of Profes-

clar~s ;e~I:C~~e~!~~::

ii~ilal ·Engineers announced 'tlte

major fi:om UMR. Mr. c;Jark w.as
previo~sly awarded .'. the MissQUri .
:Mhipetition for their annualschol~h.iPs iil);fovember of 1992. .A
Society of Profeesional Engineers
t6t~i ilftouTscholarslUps with tl!iee
f.ux > Shcol~hip for the 1992/93
<!iffc;rent.categorles we~e avail~ble
. school year. Mr. Clark will use/lis
· ih.arstudent!mgineerscbuld haye ·
prestigipus ale ProNetScholai.s.h ip
·, ~pplied for. The most competitive
in finish undergraduate work<and
the NSPE ale·ProNet Scholar:begul gradoate program at UMR
shlp.This a~arci is based on scho- David Clark won the Nationai by dual erirolling either for the fall
lastic ,achievement, ,communica' ·· Society ()f Professional Engi·seniesterof '93 or the winter semes- ..
tionskills, management potentiaJ; ; neers Scholarship for $2500. . tei:Of'94. The E.Jectrical &gi~ee~
and creativity. Miniinuffi reqliire-'ari'ABET accedited institution.
ing ·:Departrrl.entwouldJike to ,,6.nments were that the applicailt be an
'::severai hundredapplicatioris gratillate Mr. Clark for ·his accomundergraduate engineering student frOlri'across ihenation were submittedplis!urients and wish· !Urn fot:tune ·in
and be receiving instruction from for ti1.e ale ProNet Scholarship alone. Ills future endeavours. · ....

was

a

Audubon Society offers bird identification walk
Carpoolers from the Rolla .area
may meet at the northeast comer of the
Kroger parking lot at 1:00 p.m. To
reach Wlllte River Trace, tum south
off Highway H onto a county gravel
road. Watch for the Missouri Department of Conservation signon the north
side of Highway H (east of and approximately 8 miles west of Salem).
Take the gravel road south. The bird
walk will begin at the first parking area
on the righ about one-half mile after
turning onto the gravel road.
The public is invited to join members for a relaxing Sunday afternoon
outdoors. For more infonnation. call
Loretta McClure at (324) 729-5532.

National
Audubon
Society
SOURCE

The ')znrk Rivers Ch3pter of the
National Aud1Jbon Society will sponsor a bird identifi~ ation waik with
wildlife artist and naturalist David
Plank Sund ~y. ~1 ay 16. at 1:30p.m. at
the Missouri Department ofConservation Wlllte River Trace Wildlife Area
in Dent County.

Artificial
Larry Hall, director of infonnation
systems for the St. Louis-based AAAAuto Club of Missouri, says auto clubs
plan to use the system not only to
predict wlllch members are likely to
not renew, but also to develop marketing strategies for keeping those members active. The Missouri club also
has members in Arkansas and portions
of illinois and Kansas.
A pilot project perfonned for the
Missouri club in 1991 showed the
system was accurate 79 percent of the
time in predicting the likelihood of a
memberslllp lapse. That study was
based on memberslllp data from the
previous three years .
The project is being funded
through a $115.000 research contract
from the eight auto clubs. wlllchrepresent nearly half of all AAAmembers.
Based on an analysis of various
demograplllc char~cteristics of current and lapsed auto club members, the

UMR hosts geotechnical
engineering conference
News Services
SOURCE

Rolla, Mo - The University of
Missouri-Rolla is hosting "Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering."
an international conference to be held
Jun 1-6 in St. Louis.
The conference will feature stateof-the-art presentations by internationally known speakers on the latest
develpments in geotechnical engineering; special lectures on recent
earthquakes; an exlllbit of the latest
techniques and equipment in the geotechnical engineering field; and proceedings of more than 300 selected
papers wlllch were submitted for the
conference.
UMR and the National Science
Foundation are sponsoring the conference in cooperation with the American
Society of Civil Engineers ; the Asso-

ciation of Engineering Firms Pr~ctic
ing in the Geosciences; the Center for
Earthquake Studies at Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau; the Association of Engineering Geologists; the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute; the International Society of Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering; ISSMFE
technical committees on tailing dams
and ground improvement, reinforcement and grouting; the International
Association of Earthquake Engineering; the Seismological Society of
America; and the U.S. Committee on
Large Dams,
The conference registration fee of
$685 covers all conference sessions,
admission to exlUbits, three volumes
of hard-bound proceedings. refreshments. continental breakfasts, receptions and a banquet.
To register, contact Continuing
Education at the University of Missouri-Rolla, 119 ME Annex, Rolla,
Mo 65401. or call UMR Continuing
Education at (314)341-4200.

II

, FOUN D
KEBIN"S
\NABSJ1

from page 1
UMR researchers identified ·variables
that help predict whether members
would let their memberslllps expire.
That data in tum was used to "train" an
artificial neural network to recognize
those traits and decide whether members are at risk of dropping their.memberslllp.
Artificial neural networks are
computer systems that can recognize
patterns in data and learn and solve
problems through trial and error. reprogramming themselves based on
infonnation they pick up from their
environment and eXp"riences.
Unlike most artificial neural network systems, wlllch function autonomously, this network is integrated
with an "expert system" that will further assess the probability of a lapse
based on a member' s "risk profile."
which the neural network provides,
and the member' s usage of AAA products or services.

improve their memberslllp retention
efforts, Hall says . "We're going to be
The auto clubs will use this data to
developing some new marketing
strategies for selected members," he
says.
Assisting Benjamin with the project are Dr. S.N. Balakrishnan, UMR
associate professor of mechanical and
aerospace eng.ineering and engineering mechanics; Dan Medley, assistant
director of UMR's Center for Technology Transfer; and Dr. Yolanda
Samaranayake. a statistician and consultant to the UMR Intelligent Systems Center. Also assisting are seven
graduate students: Tarek Gaber. Manoon Sivapirornrat and Sheng Chai
Chi, doctoral students in engineering
management; Nonna Baky and Nookaiah Kolluru, graduate students in
computer science; Saleh AI-Sunaidi, a
POst-doctoral fellow in engineering
management; and Anwarudeen Nawaz, a graduate student in engineering
management.
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New 'STUCO resolutio'h proposed on teacherr evaluations
Last semester Student Council submitted Resolution R9293R9 to the Academic Council (refer to the accompanying copy of the resolution). At that time the ~view of the resolution was delegated
to a committee. At the last meeting of the Academic Council. the committee made a recommendation that the resolution should not be supported. Student Council voted on this matter at the
April 13th meeting and the resolution received overwhelming support. Academic Council will vote on the resolution in June. Overwhelming student support of this resolution is crucial to its
passage. Let STUCO know what you think! You can do this by dropping a note in one of the suggestion boxes (in front of the bookstore or by the circulation desk in the library ). sending
E-mail to STUCO@UMRVMA,orcalling the student complaint hot line at 341·6421.

Resoution 9293R9
Teaching Evaluations
Meeting Date: April 13. 1993
WHEREAS: The Student Council used to administer teaching evaluation questionnaires.
WHEREAS : Since ihe university started administering its own questionnaire. Student Council has been unable to administer a separate questionnaire, and
WHEREAS : Students can not see the results of the current university questionnaire due to privacy reasons involved with tenur.e ~ecisions, and
WHEREAS: Administering a Student Council questionnaire separate from the university questionnaire would not be feasible with the current university questionnaire in place. and
WHEREAS : By adding a Student Council questionnaire section to the current university questionnaire all of these problems could be solved,
WHEREAS: Be it resolved that the Student Council strongly supports the following proposal, which will be sent to the Academic Council:
A short student Council questionnaire consisting of two multiple choice questions shall be added to the common university questionnaire. Student Council shall be given the results of these
two questions from each instructor and each course to make available to students. The questions shall be worded as follows:
I . What recommendation would you give other students regarding the educational value of this course?
2. What recommendation would you give other students regarding this instructor's ability to teach this course?
The following are reasons why this plan would be beneficial to both faculty and students:
I. Including two Student Council questions on the current questionnaire would avoid taking up additional class time by having a separate questionnaire.
2. This would offer a much more systematic way to administer the questionnaire than if the Student Council would administer the questionnaire on their own.
3. Students would take the university questionnaire more seriously if they received some type of feedback from it.
4. There would be no problem adding these two questions to the current university questionnaire because there are already tow unused spaces at the bottom of the current form.
Respectfully submitted,

Andrew Sears, Chairman
University Relations

Land surveying review course offered at UMR UMR recieves Aramco contract
News Services
SOURCE

Rolla, Mo. - The 15th Annual
Land Surveyors' Review Course will
be offered at the University of Missouri-Rolla Aug. 3-6. The course is
being sponsored by the Missouri As·
sociation of Registered Land Surveyors and Civil Engineering Countinuing Education at UMR.
According to Walter Ries, senior
coordinator of UMR' s Countining
Education Programs, the course will
include more than an introduction to
surveying. "Participants in this course

should be familiar with or have some
knowledge of land surveying," he
said.
Participants also should bring a
general, comprehensive surveying
textbook, specialized textbooks for
certain topics. and a calculator.
The fee for the course is $450 and
includes review course notes. 4.4
continuing education units and a cer·
tificate of achievement. All classes
will be held in the University CenterEast on the UMR campus. Enrollment
is limited to the first 60 persons who
register.

Instructors for the course are Nor·
man 1. Brown, Missouri Department

of Natural Resources. Division of
Geology and Land Survey; Dr. Joseph
V.R. Paiva. Vice President and General Manager of Sokkia Technology;
Dr. David R. Knowles, professor of
civil engineering. University of Arkansas; and Dr. Richard 1. Elgin,
president of Elgin Surveying and
Engineering Inc .• Rolla.

For registration information. contact Ries . Continuing Education. 103
Mechanical Engineering Building
Annex. UMR, Rolla. MO 65401,
phone 314-341-4132, or for technical
information, contact Elgin. Elgin Surveying and Engineering Inc., 900 Pine.
Rolla, Mo 65401. phone 314·3646362.

News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - The University of
Missouri-Rollahasreceived a $176.00
contract from Aramco Services Co. to
provide solid-waste management
training for the Saudi Arabia-based oil
company.
Three UMR civil engineering professors will spend two weeks in Saudi
Arabia next December to train up to 30
Aramco engineers . in the areas of
wastewater treatment, waste minimization and solid-waste disposal, said
Dr. Richard W. St~phenson, a professorof civil engineering and director of

UMR's environmental engineering
program. Stephenson will teach the
course with Dr. Donald E. Modesitt.
an associate professor of civil engineering. and Dr. Jerome A. Westphal,
a professor of civil engineering.
"Saudi Aramco has a long-standing policy of addressing environmental issues. but many of their engineers do not have the environmental
training necessary to address today's
complex environmental problems."
Stephenson said.
EuniceP. French. directorof international programs at UMR. said the
program will help UMR students because the professors will infuse their
real-world experiences with Aramco
in their campus coursework.

Louis W. Smith to speak at commencement
News Services
SOURCE

Rolla, Mo - Louis W. Smith,
president of the Kansas City. Mo.
Division of Allied-Signal Aerospace
Co. and a graduate of the University of
Missouri-Rolla, will present the ad-

dress at UMR's 120th annual commencement ceremonies Saturday,
May 15.
Smith also will receive an honorary Doctor of Engineering degree
from the university during commence· .
men!.
About 500 degrees will be
awarded during commencement,
which begins at2 p.m . at New Jackling
Field, UMR's football stadium. In the
event of inclement weather, com·
mencement will be held at the same

time in the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building.
Announcement of the location of
commencement will be made over
local radio stations by noon on May
IS .
Smith received a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering
from UMR in 1966 and he also holds a
Master of Business Administration

see Comm., page 19
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Campus Gossip
Miscellaneous

ToaJlpeoplel wrote this year (slammed on, joked

with, cheered up, and confused):
I, was all in fun.

LOST:

Don 't take it too seriously orsmd some 6'2" 250·

One EL-S200 Sharp Scientific CalculalOr

Last seen ME 104 Wed. 11 :30 a.m. If found,

pound guy named Guido to extract my fingernails

Top 7 Reasons Why a Girls Can', Gel a Dale in

Every guy has a lirl back home .

2.

All the guys think you're already laken.

3.

Rollguys spend more time on their computers

4.

They would rather have a beer in their hand,

• smirk) and didn't mean to offend anyone.
And there's still next year.

FOUND:

than • woman at their side.

mM

1) When your friends are letting roamed, and you

Compuler lab.
eaU Jason at 341-S769 for more infonnation

RoU.·Hope you you don't get. job so you'll be

Zloun.

don '1 even have a girlfriend.

6.

Gaylen.

ation on two hands.

Have a great summer!

Long time no see. Hope all is going well for

Zeta will miss you!

every company you apply to.

Sois the way of life

5) When you hang around with Chris and
Time Rider

Vicki...NOT! (Sorry, guys, I couJdn't resist).

JulieM.

He', got the looks, He's got the

Hope you have a great summerl

Please take care of YOUJ'Self.

Call Chancellor's Cleaning Service
and have everything spotless in no time!
Complimentary flowers included.

•

Thanks for putting up with me fo r

and we'll go to some cool concerts!

tract

•
•

ngineering
I teach the
. Modesitt.
civil engi. Westphal.
ering.
long-standI environ'theirengiirorunental
ess loday's
problems."

The end is near

Speakers-Handles 40 Watts

•

27 IN'. TV stand-VCR shelf

•

Phone answering machine

•

Stereo Cabinet-3 shelves

•

Blender, Rice Cooker, Bookcase

•

Pots & Pans, suitcase, plus more!

MUST SELL AT ANY COSTIIII!

Thanks for always being therel

Zlam,

Love ya,

YRM

Lil

When about to 0.0. on stress,
Natalie

We've had our strife

rip pieces of paper to shreds.

Cardinal.

It was the best

I ' ll never lose

watch the pieces fly and
listen to them make noise

EB.

Lewis,

Bingo

on the strei ght and narrow.

Sarah

A job well done!

Rob.

of IN. If you found return to room 539.

Smurfette

I miss them.

Looking forward to summer?

fufuse their
.th Mam co
k.

--

Personals
mare. bag of cheese puffs?

was very much appreciated .
Your friend,

It's arnazina: you actually have a floor in

(Ine inept Fortran
programmer)

did far more work than you had to.
It was a greal year. Thanks

At leut your brain baa: isn't leakina:

Smurf &: Twigless,
You '~

there .

Sarah

right,

the view from behind isn' t that bad.

717771

Bingo

Every one of you contributed

something to the organization, and most of you

. Won't you be my nriJhbor?

Mike.

bcennearly as fun or rewarding if you guys hadn 't
been a'round.

vie want to sign your cut.
Good luck in the real wo rld. Congrats on

5)

Graduation,

Mary_
Good luck at "you know where!"

Promise me you' l! never give up

See you in September!
Think about it:

Why is it that so many people worry about so

Twister,

on the legs ...

Zlam,

Snort-woman

Heather

many things that mean so lit11e1
P.S. Watch out for _ . _ _ I

ZETA'S # I

A selected few

Top 5 annoyances at UMR :

i~.m 9 south.

Food that still breathes

4)

For an engineering school, NOTHING

WORKS
Smile it is almost over.

Vein,

Sniurf,

The Gangll

Helpul Hint #2767

Jeffrey Paul.

Jorge

Lush.
I know my job as Co-Chair wouJdn't have

1lwtb for an the late night Fortran belp. It

I' m not sure why I call you' that- you usuaUy
make me pretty diuy.

Francis Bacom

To all members of RHA:
Dave Witt,

Ditty.

5('Dlcster.
Bingo

Amy

meals .

The Cleani", Lady

sincere friendm ip

Zlom

lbanks ever so much for graciously accepting your inferiority and c:arryinC my tray after

Twister &. lumberjack,
Cardinal and I are really goin, to miss nut

'"The worst kind of solitude is to be destitute of

Sarah Want to

"GUIDE TOHANDUNG STRESS"

Group of fun -loving , caring gu)'$ off

Nice "moon"

I sure am ...

From chapter 9 of Karen, Sarah & Nat's

P.S. Hello to Mike too

Lost.

Surf.

like a bug-zapper.

Hello from you a new net pal.

Thanks so much for putting my roommate

one

fl ip . the fan off and on ,

Bingo

Your murals rule! (especially the books!)

I learned some things

shove them into a fan ,

Nice ca lves - you aerobics God .

9 South,

Year of my life

I made some friends

~

BB

Please, please ....

of me.

We 've had our joys

Brian, Mel, Kris, (bance, and Raf:

tuden~ be-

You've made this a great semester for me.

Love,

Congrats, guys. on

Asking $100

Lil Sis.

Please - one more snort before you go.

When you hear Harry o\'erthe swnmer, think

Way too much fun

All worked

341-8417

IDrofinlcrR. said the

S~

Lumberjack,

Mike.

Thirty-three who
Single Size Futon

are real Americans.

All's said and done

I'll always use

CALL: 341-8033

Y ou're the best Big Bro a girl could ever have.

can 't thank you enough.

I think we had

Boston Acoustic Bookshelve

The 'man who still believes Barbie and Ken

Patty ~ Poo,

a whole year!! Come visit me this summer

Hey R.A. types:

Sanyo 25-IN. TV. Cable-ready, excellent

BillOinton,

Kim C.•

Moving to Vancuver, B.C.

condition

You worry me.

Becky

How' s the Birthday Suit?
Minnie Mouse

Ca11341-33SI Ask for1ay

WILL SELL TO TIiE HIGHEST OFFER!

Amanda

RSVP.

Is your furniture dusty?
Are your windows smeared?

Must sell before May 17

'is.

Your Foftram admirer

YLLS

Has tag. Large Reward.

MOVING SALE

Grushoper

Thanks for everything

Is your carPel dirty?

Brown Dog w/Shepherd accents on back

you this semester.

ImwOonelli.
The kin, of the Freshman cl ....

Ziarun.

LOST:

Ape f.c<.

ZfA

elle L . and Beuyi

4) When you start gettin, rejeC1.ion letters from

Old folk ,Ieep.

Those mural, are 100kinC ,reaL Love an the
TinyToons.

Greg and Kory Good luck we'll mi5s you!

ficult .

Memories creep

SN:

YBS

they think of is their test lvtnle.

Congratulations Lisa M ., ·Melissa, PeUy, Mich-

3) When you rnlize your classes are actually dif

O1i1dren weep,

BinlO

Congrat£ on surviving this 5emeslerl

2) When you can count the da)'$ until your gradu

Llr.

Are you ever going to get back into a no,!""l

deeping rhythm?

When somebody says "69", the first thing

7. Rolla men can't handle us .

The guys &. I gal

Tat,

a

hiuing on them . (Thal's a HINTI).
Thinss that make you feel old:

of this hell next year. We'll miss ya.

here next semester!!

S. They're too stupid to know when l,irl',

HP AllV ANCED SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
Found on Tuesday. April 20th in HiSS

We aU hope you find. job and enjoy bein, out

Have fun spending. an excitina sununer in

1.

than they do on dates.

I was only tryine to let. chuckle (or at least

AsIt for Robyn.

Smurf.

PeUy.

Rolla

with. needlenose pliers.

pi .... ca11364-4302 REWARDII)

lflhese
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Trey.
We want to sign your cast.

3)

Everyone shops at Geeks ' R" US.

2)

Calculus teachers who are younger than their

A selected few

students

from 9 south .

1) Too many people at TJ don ' t shower daily

Jed,

Piz.z.a and 2 pitc he~ isn't eating healthy.

see GOSSip, page'6
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Discri mination

Inafew davst school wi" end
and so will these great pricesl

from page 3

ance "a construct" created by the academic world and the media. Like
whites, nonwhites are divided into
many ethnic groups going every which
way, with lots of tensions. Some
• The idea that white guys or white
people, arc on their way out in a multiculrural America is part of a disinformation campaign. The implied argument is this: Since we will soon outnumber you, you had beller give us
what we want now, or we won't take
care of you when you are a minority.
But is it true that America is on the
verge of becoming a country with a
"mino.rity majority''? This seems to be
another construct of press and academe. It is partly based on dubious
straight-line projections of immigrant
fertility similar to those -that so frightened the native stock a cenrury ago.
More important, it is based on the
supposition that Hispanic immigrants
will stand apart from the mainstream
as a permanent' minority. There are
strong signs that this won't happen.

groups are moving rapidly into the
mainstream, making them ineligible
for alliances based on victim status.
Some aren't.
Hispanics already have high rates of
inter-marriage.
Of native-born
Americans of Puerto Rico anceslry, an
astonishing 40 percent are married to
Anglos. With Hispanic assimilation
and intermarriage with other whites,
the year 2050 will probably see a
nonwhite minority population of
about 25 to 30 percent, sizable and
significant, but nowhere near a "minority majority."
Why is this important? Only because some demographic projections,
like the current wave of allacks on
white males, are expressions of a hardedged race-and-genderideology now
seeping into the general media.
There's an ugly tone of "we will outbreed you" to'$ome of the projections.
And we are gelling into the ugly phase
of allacks on white guys. The raceand-gender folk will bear watching.

Lotus
Improv for Windows
- Power 10 analyze and view
numbe~ in new and flexible
ways- Reformol and reorg..
nize on ennre spreadsheel in
seconds
. Freelance Graphics for Windows

$99°OtBIl

-Graphical WYSIWYG
environmenl, so youcOn work
with actual colo~ ond fon~ on
screen - Use mouse 10 direct~

LATER

$495

00

;

fa

pr
j

wI

in

M

gt
re

$49500

--

cr
rie
ml

ne

nir

liD

monipulotegrophico~ects

Ha

shi

ler

Ami Pro for Windows
- Eosy-hHJse, oword winning
word processing - True
WYSIWYG WP - Mony new
feotures: fost formol, Drag
ond Drop edinng, Smortleons
AmlPro

$99°°..r!.
," ,.

-.- --'-

SYMANTEC.
Norton Utilities

$79

- Dolo re<overyond opnmiz..
non of DOS 6.0 - Hordware •
diognosnes

95

$ 17900

Me

siol

con

deg

Norton Desktop for Windows

$69

DAYS

~11:30AM

MIW
TffH
TffH
TffH
MIW
MIW
TffH
TffH
TffH
MIW
MIW
MIW
TffH
TffH
TffH
TffH
TffH
MIW

~1I : 30AM
~1I :30AM

~11 :30AM

12-2:30 PM
12-2:30 PM
12-2:30 PM
12-2:30 PM
12-2:30 PM
5:15-7:45 PM
5: 15-7:45 PM
5:15-7:45 PM
5:15-7:45 PM
5:15-7:45 PM
5:15-7:45 PM
5:15-7:45 PM
5:15-7:45 PM
8-10:30 PM
8-10:30 PM
8-10:30 PM
8-10:30 PM

MIW

TffH
TffH

COURSE
NUMBER
MATH 250
FIN 298
ENG III
ECON 293
HISTIOI
ENG 112
PSY 460
CIS 170A
ENG 24 1
CJ 405
MATH 150
HIST433
ACC 383
SPEECH 110
H1ST 121
MGT 330
CIS 170BI
GOVT 112
MGTIMKT368
-.
CIS 185
SOC 331

~

TITLE
STATISTICS
PERSONAL FINANCE
. ENGLISH COMPOSTION
MACROECONOMICS
WESTERN C1VILIATJON I
ENGLISH COMPOSTJON II
INTRO CLIN/COUNSEL PSY
INTRO TO COMPUTERS""
AMERICAN LITERATURE I
RULES OF CRIMINAL EVID
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
H1ST. OF VIETNAM WAR
INTERMED ACCOUNT II
SPEECH COMMUN.
AM HlSTORY TO 1877
PRING OF MANAGEMENT
NTRO TO COMPUTERS""
. ·.AMERICAN GOV. II ~ -c
- BUSINESS & ITS ENVIRON.3
-MICROCOMPUT. QRAP,JjICS
JUYENILE DELINQt:rENCY

-Aulomonc Dolo Re<overy
(includes Compressed Drivesl
- The on~ ixrckup thol con
read ond reslore ODS 6.0Backups

$1 7900
-

Special academic prices for students, faculty and staff!

PUTSOME~

INTO YOUR SUMMER!
Attend Columbia College's Lake Campus
at the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks.
CLASSES BEGIN JUNE 7. 1993-ENP JULY 30. 1993
*Tuition $90 per Credit Hour
TIME

95

INSTRUCTOR
DAWSON
SUTTON
LUETKEMEYER
JONES
WlllTE
KEENEY
HENDRIX
PALMER
HUGHES
SPECKMAN
HAMNER
KEENEY
SUTTON
H. BRANYAN
R. BRANYAN
KILLINGER
PALMER
CHORLTd~ '
SPECKMAN"
PALMER
SYDOW

UMR - BOOKSTORE
U-CENTER WEST "
ROLLA, MO 65401
314-341-4705

MON-FRI8:30-4:00
SAT-MAY 15 9:30-4:30
WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD, VISA, &
AMERICAN EXPRESS

and

siOJ
spe.

alN
slad
!he
Gail

ing.
I
Kan
Sigr
com
~old

elect
also'
Engi

-

..

*All courses 3 credit hours
.,;
**Computer lab fee $20
***Accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.
"
3900 HWY'n"
LAKE OZARK, MO 65049-9677
(~14) 348-6463

....
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National ·Internships Insider's Guides can help you find a summer job
National
Internships
SOURCE

As a new class. of college seniors

Q

Q

face the challenge of launching their
professional careers in a very tough
job market, many smdents wonder
what separates those who find. meaningfuljobs from those who are unable.
Many are finding that while strong
grades and work relevant coursework
remain important, employers are increasingly interested in the workexperience of applicants. "In the current
market,employers want.toknow that a
new employee can hit the ground running and make an immediate contribution to the organization" says Douglas
Harpel, president of National Internships, a company which publishes internship guides for areas around the

Nineteen

available in a wide array of professions."
The flagship of the National Internships series, the Insider's Guide to
-Washington DC Internships, now in its
7th Edition, has sold more than 10,000
copies. The guide details career opNational Internships assists stuportunities for all majors not only
dents and recent graduates in Washwithin government, but with a wide
ington D.C. and across the country in
variety of private firms and non-profit
identifying and securing career-enorganizations. Information on special
hancing paid internships and summer
internship services and programs, injobs. The National Internships series,
cluding apprenticeship or fellowship
which began several years ago with the
op'pbrturiities for qualified students , is
Insider's guide to Washington DC Internships,has now expanded to twelve also provided.
guides which span the country. AcNational Internship Guides are
cording to Harpel, the motivation for
expanding the series came largely unique in their currency and accuracy.
Updated regularly, the Guides provide
from the enormous positive reaction
the most up to date details available on
of both students and career guidance
thousands of internships. Position
professionals . "What we heard was
duties, pay, hours , qualifications, ap·
that our guides provide exactly what
plication directions, and deadlines are
students want, an inexpensive source
addressed. "Our Guides are built from
of succinct, accurate, and current inthe student's perspective ," says Harformation on internship opportunities
country. This means that the most
successful job seekers will be those
who have gained some experience and
dem9nstrated some ability before they
graduate.

professional

degrees

mencement.

News Services
SOURCE

o

o
!;;

s

Rolla, Mo. - The University of
Missouri-Rolla will award 19 professional degrees at its 120th armual
commencement Saturda~, May 15.
Professional degrees are honorary
degrees awarded by UMR to alwnni
and others for outstanding professional accomplishments in their respective fields.
Commencement will be at 2 p.m.
atNew Jackling Field , UMR 's football
stadium. Incase of inclement weather,
the ceremony will be moved to the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building.
Louis W. Smith, president of the
Kansas City, Mo., Division of AlliedSignal Aerospace Co., will deliver the
commencement address . Smith, who
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
electrical engineering from UMR,
also will receive an honorary Dectorof
Engineering degree during com-

Other 1993 prof~ssional degree
recipients are:
- R. Lee Aston, mining engineer,
geologist, attorney, mining and environmentallaw consultant, and principal of Aston Mineral Law and Engineering Service/Aston and Aston,
Attorneys-At-Law, Elberton, Ga. He
holds a Bachelor of Science.degree in
mining engineering and a Master of
Science degree in geological and environmental engineering from UMR.
- Barry L. Basden, senior staff
materials _ application engineer of
Engineering Materials Technologies
Laboratories, General Electric Aircraft Engine, Cincinnati, Ohio. He
holds Bachelor and Master of Science
degrees in metall\,rgical engirieering
from UMR,
- James· E. Beavers, corporate
fellow and director of the Center for .
Natural Phenomena Engineering ,Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc.,
Memphis, Tenn. He holds a Bachelor
of Scel\ce de-gree in civil engineering
from UMR.
- Gene R. Blendermarm, presi-

to

pel, "students want the most current
information, and they want it
immediately. Updating our Guides
regularly and sending them out inunediately upon order via First Class Mail
are ways that we provide these services." The guides provide current
points of contact, titles , addresses and
phone (and now fax) numbers, an important time saver for students and a
feature lacking in many career reference materials . In the words of Dr.
Camille McKinley, editor of the trade
publication Career & Management
Facts, "The guides are well-done and
affordable. I highly recommend this
rich source of internship information."
"Recession ~ry

times," according

to Harpel , "result in greater competition for entry level positions. This
increased competition highlights ·the
importance of internships as a means
for students to distinguish themselves
from other students. Our guides are

presented

dent of management and business
development conSUlting, ConsultrnarmGroup, Bronxville, N.Y. He
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
petroleum engineering from UMR.
- Joseph A. Cesare, president of
Joseph A. Cesare and Associates Inc. ,
Englewood, Colo. He holds a Master
of Science degree in geological engineering from UMR.
- Larry E. Farmer, pre'sident of
Brown and Root Marine, London,
England. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in civil engineering from
UMR.
- Bohn A. Frazer, operations
manager of Inland Quarries , Kansas
City, Mo. He holds a Bachelor of
Science degree in mining engineering
from UMR.
David Kroeter, founder of
Southern Cast Products and manager
of Kroeter Inc., Mapleton, Ill. He
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
metallurgical engineering from UMR.
- Charles E. Lemons, partner and
project manager of Black and Veatch,
Kansas City, Mo. He holds a Bachelor
of Science degree in mechanical engi-

Zebulun Nash,

National Internships publishes
internship and summer employment
guides for Washington DC, New York
Citi, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Denver, Northern California, Southern California, Ohio, and the Raleigh!
DurhamlResearch Triangle. An ;'!,ternational internships guide and a legal
internships guide are also available, as
are student summer housing guides for
both Washington, DC and· New York
City. All National Internships Guides
are priced at $7.95 plus $2 shipping
and handling per order. For more
information or to order, students
should write: National Internships, PR
Department , 2020 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 336, Washington, DC
20006.

at commencement

neering from UMR.
- Kent W. Martin, chairman of
the board, Allgeier, Martin and Associates Inc. of Joplin , Mo. He hold~ a
Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering from UMR.
- Gregory McClain, manager of
quality assurance for John Deere Engine Works, Waterloo, Iowa. He holds .
a Bachelor of Science degree in engineering management and mechanical
engineering from UMR.
- Gary L. Mc Vay, manager of the
materials Sciences department and
deputy director, Molecular Science
Research Center, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory, Richland, Wash. He
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
metallurgical engineering and a Ph.D.
in ceramic engineering from UMR.
- Kenneth A. Mirly, regional
director of government and international affairs, Boeing Commercial
Airplance Group, Seattle,Wash. He
holds Bachelor and Ma§.ter of Science
degrees in aerospace engineering from
UMR.
-

designed to assist students and recent
graduates in fmding the right internship and to help them in the often difficult transition from the academic to
the professional world."

manager of

metal detergents and detergent intermediates for Exxon Chemical Co.,
Abingdon, England. He holds a
Bachelor of Science degree in chemical engineering from UMR.
- Stan T. Rosinski, manager of
materials research activities, U.S.
Department of Energy, Alququerque,

N.M.
- James E. Shelby, professor of
glass science, New York State College
of Ceramics at Alfred University,
Allegany,N.Y. HeholdsBachelors's,
Masters, and Ph.D. degrees incerarnic
engineering from UMR.
- TorieA. Yandeven, manager of
development for Santa Fe Minerals,
Dallas, Texas. She holds a Bachelorof
Science degree in geology from UMR.
- Richard Vehige, vice president
of procurement services for Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. , St. Louis.
He holds a Bachelor of Science degree
in engineering from UMR.
- Stephen E. Zeboski, a petroleum geologist for AEC Exploration
Co. , Houston, Texas. He holds a
Bachelor of Science degree in geology
and geopl:;./~!~:; from UMR.

------------------------------------------------------------------~~--,
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Only In Rolla

Weiland Canty
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Goatee

from page 8

12 guitarist, and amain so~gwriter for
I 0,000 Maniacs up through The Wishing Chair. I'm not sure why he left the
band, but he must keep in touch be-.
cause Maniac's drummer Jerome Augustyniak and guitarist Robert Buck
appear on many of the tracks.

Well, whatever the reason, John
has teamed up with Mary Ramsey.
Mary sings and plays viola, violin, and
Hammond organ. While a couple

songs have a 10,000 Maniacs feel,
John and Mary are their own band. In
fact, i prefer them to 10,000 Maniacs.
To be frank, Natalie Merchant's voice
gets on my nerves sometimes, but
Mary's voice is clear and si1)1ple. Plus,
the viola is my favorite instrument,
and Mary' s plays it beautifully.
In general, the songs are based on
the frame of John's accoustic guitar
and bass and Mary's voice and viola.
It's not folk music, but there is that
nice, rolling accoustic feel to the
music. Itcomesacross thebeston"Fly
me to the North" and "Clare's Scarf'.
Where the Maniacs' music has drama
and flair, John and Mary hold back a
bit. The music has a sparse, minimal
feel to it which I enjoy.
The Weedkiller's Daughter is
John and Mary's second album. It
shows the same style and charm of
Victory Gardens and shows a maturing
sound. (i. e. Thankfully, John doesn't

sing lead on any of the songs.) The
Weedkiller's Daughter is another excellent album by John and Mary.

song, "If You Don't Look Around,"
was inspired by the civil rights protests
in the South. "Chilly Winds" , with a
great intra, is also included.

Album Review
John Stewart
Am.erican Originals
Capitol (1992)
9 goatees
John Stewart was a major player
in the emergence of folk-pop in the
early 60's as a member ofthe Cumberland Three and the Kingston Trio.
Some only know the Kingston trio
through their rather cheesy version of
"This Land is Your Land" but that 's a
shame because they made a lot of
quality music.
This compilation begins with two
Kingston Trio songs along with 17
solo songs. The first Kingston Trio

Willard. A lotoflohn Stewart'smusic
is kind of like Taylor'S. It features accaustic guitar and an easy flowing feel
to it.
This album is a very good collection of Stewart's best songs from his
Capitol catalog. Like the other albums
in the American Originals series, the
sound quality is top notch. The only
problem is the weird artwork, but the
liner notes and large number of tracks
more than make up for it.
This semester's best:
10 Goatee albums
Elvis Costello and the Brodsky Quar-

The bulk of the album is made up
of songs from California Bloodlines
from 1969 and Willard from 1970.
Except for the out of date back-up
vocals on one or two songs, the music
doesn't sound dated. James Taylor
plays guitar on some of the tracks from

tet - The Juliet Letters (1993)
Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyptians Respect (1993)
Antenna - Hideout (1993)
Katy Moffatt - The Greatest Show on
Earth (1993)
Robert Shannon and the Dorkestra Sideways South (1993)

Gossip

from page

Lisa M,

HeyCletus:

Hey Roxy,

You arc: the greatest I'm going to miss you.

Got any MAINf AIN for me?

Ang,

Broccolies! !

You b.h.b .•

Just let me sleep .

When are you going to get your box of candy?

Remember 12:36 A.M

Crack baby
Meatloaf and

It's been a good year!

Top 5 Shane quotes of the " ear:
5)

Yo Spanky! How 's Darla ?

4)

You wanna get beat down?

3)

Eat me raw!

C·ya in the rall!

Hey Cletus,

SHUT YOUR HOlESl!1t

It 's log,h's log

last weekend?

I

Watch out for the snake. or the window
Yo Misty,
He's on your body.

Quisty,

PNEUMONIA:

We bett~r stop inviting Daryl down, 2 for 2
isn't bad, but we only have 4 beds.

Jed ,
Megan is beggin ', 2 bad you don't han her

if it's rolled up

number

Do you alwnys sleep on coffee tables ?

Matthew,

How is the sWlbwn ?

PUUUUUU NCHYIlI!!!1l1

Melissa,
How many bunnies did you catch

Coach ,

2) It's jam city, baby, and I'm the major!

1) NAKEDI NAKEDI NAKED!!

Jim,

Bob

Beets!!

SAFEITlll!t

!il' h.o.p.

You guys are the greatest!

UH-O H!I !lIIIUt

Wildwood Forever

Dave, Dennis, Shane & Puke,

C

ZTA.

2 inches or a yard rock hard or if it 's sagging.

Congratu lat iorn on winning Greek Week.!
Chi Omega

In your case 2 inches and rock hard.

Lil ' H.OP.
Not on the outside, I am cold on the inside.

BlU!.

--
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Did you know the
penalty for forgery?
Have you ever signed a teacher's
or adviser's name to your preregistration form since you know that they
would approve it anyway? Have you
ever taken information from one form
and copied it to another (including
signatures other than your own) just so
it would look better? Well, if you
have, you committed forgery. No
matter what your intentions were,
under the section of Conduct of Students in the UMR Manual of Information, such action is viewed as misconduct for which the student is subject to
discipline.
The unfortunate result of forgery is
discipline administrated by the Vice
Chancellor or Director of SNdent

Affairs. The degrees of discipline in
the school are reprimand, probation,
dismissal, suspension, and expulsion.
Typically, sNdents found guilty of
forgery have been expelled. This is not
always the case, but has certainly has
been a practice. If you are not aware of
the implications of the various disciplines listed above, then reading of the
Manual of Information is highly recommended by this author.
For future reference, just remember, if a document of any type requires
a signature other than your own,
OON'TPUTITTHEREYOURSELF!
Even ifcopying a form that has already
been signed, having it signed again
and avoid a trip to the Student Affairs
Office.
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Time Killers
ITH E Daily Crossword

by Harold B. Counts

lPuans ,

ihowon

'k'sua'

-
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C 1993 Tribune Media Serv}ces . Inc.
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ACROSS
1 Warbled
5 Military bigwigs
10 Vipers
14 Fencing sword
15 Siberian
peninsula
16 Bed board
17 - and potatoes
18 Arson or
robbery
19 Handbag
20 Start of quote
by36A
23-la la
24 Consumed
25 Sault - Marie
28 Sch. sub] .
31 Mexican shawl
36 American orator
39 Challenged
40 She went to
Siam
41 Soothes
43 Speck
44 Blockheads
48 36A, e.g.
48 " Valse-"

50 QED word
51 Capone and
Pacino
52 Paid notices
54 Lament
56 End of quote
65 Own
66 Money
67 Dies68 - corner
69 Composer
Harold
70 Fourth
dimension
71 " The Way
We-"
72 Spirited horse
73 Listen
DOWN
1 18-wheeler
2 Copied
3 Close
4 Reach
5 Haphazardly
6 Undercooked
7 Muslim prince
8 Brazilian dance
9 Rains icily

10 II. wine center
11 Toil very hard
12 Narrow trail
13 Let it stand!
21 Lazy Susan
22 Hollow stem
25 Commandment
word
26 Voice
27 Boredom
29 Oh, woe!
30 Sample food
32 Football team
33 Redolence
34 Flower part
35 Blissful places
37 Darn!
38 Leap42 - stripes
45 Pierce
47 Smail canrying
case
49 Plant swellings
53 Game
55 Mrs. Bunker
56 Melt
57 Bridle part

58
59
60
61

State firmly
Hawaiian goose
Actor's part
Gen. Robert -

62 Huron 's
neighbor
63 Appellation
64 - off (angry)

see Solutions, page 24
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UMR students compete in
national bridge building contest
News ServiCAOs
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - Six civil engi·
neering students from the University
ofMis~ouri-Rolla will test their mettle
next month when they compete in a
national steel-bridl?~ building contest.
The contest will be held on the
campus of Southern College of Tech·
nology in Marietta, Ga. , on Saturday,
May 15. It is sponsored by the American Soc iety of C ivil Engineers and·the
American Institute of Steel.Construction.

UMR Mucking team places 15th

CI

Teams from approximately 20
colleges and universities will build 20·
foot-long steel bridges designed to
withstand weights of up to 2,500
pounds . Their e fforts will be judged
according to the speed of construction,
bridge weight, cost, capacity , capacity-to-weight ratio and aesthetic valu: . . ' \ \

News Services
SOURCE

/ 1 ~, ~r:l~~~!'J.jJ,£lllJ

The UMR team consIsts of CIVIl .\\r~~~~t~~~l-~~~~~"17
engineering students Sean Antle of St. \.

M~.,

Z"~G~O~L~.D~l~~lf.tsl~~~
/1\ .

Peters,
a senior; J effB ohler of St.,
LoU IS, a Juruor; Bnan Leggrand of '). LI
Kelso, Mo., a junior; Mark McCau!P.y
of Royalton, III., a senior; S: ott ' r \
RakoDlck of Flon ssant, Mo., a seruor;
and David Smith of Cordova, Tenn., a
senior and the president of UMR' s
ASCE student chapter. Advising the
team is Dr. Roger A. LaBoube, a UMR
associate professor 0-[ civil engineering .

II/ / ~~~~J:h~Ci~

time'; events including gold panning,
surveying, hand-mucking, hand-steeling, track-standing, Swede sawing and
jackleg drilling. Fourteen collegiate
teams from the U.S., two from Australia and one from Canada competed in
the event.

UMR mucking team members are:
Doug Wright of Alton. Ill., team' capMembers of the men 's mucking tain , a graduate student in mining
team at the University of Missouri- engineering ; Chris Huett of Mountain
Rolla have won second place in overall Home. Ark. , a senior in mining engicompetition at the 15th annual Inter- neering; Gerald (Jamie) H aantz of
national Collegiate Mining Competi- Jefferson City . Mo., a junior in mining
tion held recently in five of the seven engineering ; Todd Youn g of Van
Buren Ark., a senior in geological
events held.
engineering ; Matt Konjevich of Channahon. Ill., a senior in mining engiA. .total of 17 six-member teams neering; and Paul Sainato of Madisonused old-fasruoned mining methods ville . Ky. , a senior in mining engineerand h and-held tools to compete in ing.
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viewed by alud,in, Committee of International

tries ~ould exhibit the uniquely independent

of student journalism in the tradition ofl.F. Stone

mit • cover letter explaining the con'te xt of ,the

journalistic tradition of I.F. Slone. A s elf-de-

will be published in a fall issue of The Nation. The

submitted story. along witlt

scri&ed "ldrersonian Marost," Slone combined

winner will receive a cash award of $1000. The

nole about the author. El. borate

appropriate

prol~ive politics, investi,ativezea.l and a com-

N.tion reserves the right lo edit the winning article

neither required nor desirerl. Entries will not be

cm:mony in the .coUntry' 'of ·residence of the

pulsi~ ~ tell the . ~th with. commitment to

lo confonn to the space limitations of the maga-

returned.

;~an rights an~ the exposure of injustice. As

zine. Announcement of the winning article will be

Judges reserve ~~~fb.t·~ ~~~~entiClte, accept or

made in The Nation in the fall of 1993,

disallow entries at their discretion. The decision

Washington ~tor of The Nation m.gazine and

~ brief biographi'cal
presen~tions are

,

applic:atica/nomination. (2) supporting docu-

founder of tJt~ legendary

ments. and (3) pobIicatioos. to the Foundation.

speci.lized in publishinl infonnati on ignored by

Deadllno: All entries must be posbna rked by

writer's school, home .ddress and telephone

For any ~ iD.fo~~oP . ~.:act :
(Sally p,uash~ _
_ ; : .. :

the mainstream media {which be often found in

June 29, 1993.

Dlunber.

Enlry Rules:

All. ENTRIES SHOULD BE SENT TO:

"Shamsher ~ fo~\i?n~' ~
AnandKutir I
_'
! ~

t. F. Stone's Weekly, be

of the judges is ftn. l. All entricrmust include the

All entries must have been written or published

NATION/STONE AWARD, C/O THE NATION

between l_Wle 30, 1992, and Jur.e 29. 1993. Tear

INSTITUTE,

RoO., Mo 65401

.Ie S!'J dtnts enrolled in • U.s. ~l!ege. Articles

sheets or photocopies are acceptll;hle,

NEWYOURK, NY 10011

USA

mil.y be submitted by the writers themselves or

DuaneAv~De '-::

., '

~..:

• 40 years and younger.

TIlE FOURTHE ANNUAL NATION/I.F.
STONE AWARD FOR STUDENT JOUR·

NAUSM

72

AFTH

nominated by editors of student pcblications or

Each writer, edito r of • student publication or

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PlEASE

faculty mnnber may subm it up lo three sepa nlte

CALL (212) 463-9270

.n

entries. A series of relB~ articles will be consid-

A Project of The Nation Institute

articles will be considered provided they we~ not

ered as a single entry, Investigative a rticles are

.... written as part of . s'wdent's regu.1 a r c~urse work.

particularly encouraged, There a re no restri ctions

wishes lo infonn students that the 1993 ~94 academic ye,a r need an. lysis fonn (Free Application
for Federal Student Aid)' is now available lo

re~

ceive and complete, The need analysis fonn.DUIiU
be completed to determine • students eli,ibility

THE

URBAN

LEAGUE

.aen~ only), ' Federal Perkins Loan. University
.~" Federal Staffo rd Loan (subsidized and

unsubsiHized) the Federat
PLUS/SLS loan, and
.
AVENUE, .;,
the 'Fed'rat College Work Study Program.

facul ty mnnbers . While entries originally published in student pu blicatiolU . re preferred ,

AVAILABLE
The Admissions/Student FlOancial Aid Office

. Grant, Missouri State Grant (for ~ouri resi-

. ·.'lM'. .Conere;ssi<?n. l Record and other public docu-

~me~ts
(\.verl;'k~d6i the-bia~fcUI.ti9n
~
. - ';::.. 'dail ies).
.
- ,

1993-94 NEED ANALYSIS FORM NOW

for ¢e Fedenl PeU Grant. Federal Supplemental

ElI~ibilly':-ihe conlest i,lopaHo ~~,ruIe'lradu.
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Experts and the .waid~wiU

Please send six complete sets each of (1 )
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awardee.
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be aimoun~ by Sep"",ber 30, 1993. swU'ble In>Jlg.,,;::nts will b;
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WINTER 93 MISSOURI HIGHER EDUCATION ACADEMIC (BRIGHT FUGHT)
SCHOLARSHIPS CHECK!! c ARE HERE!

OF METRO·

The W~ler 93 "Bright R ight checks are now

as lo scope, content or length .

POLIT AN ST. . LOUIS
HANDBOOK

SCHOLARSHIP

available in the Cashier's Office, basement of
Parker Hali. H you are a "Br;ight Right' recipi-

Purpose: The N.tion lnstitute/l ..F. Stone Award

The Prize: The article that, in the opinion of the

Accompanying material in suppo rt of ent ries is

is available for students to review in the Student

ent, please go lo the Cashier's office t Cashier's

recognizes excellence in student journali sm, En-

judges, represents the most outstandi ng example

not required, but entrants are encournged to sub-

Financial Aid Office, G- l Parker Hall ,

hours are from 8: 15 am to 3: 15 pm .

.
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Comm. from page 12
degree from Rockhurst College.
Before becoming president of the
Allied-Signal's Kansas City division,
Smith served as · assistant general
manager of administration, where he
directed the activities of test equipment design, tooling and facilities
management, employee relations,
controller, and the environment,
safety and health areas within the organization.
Prior to that, Smith was vice president of manufacturing for Allied-Signal in Torrance, Clif.
The Kansas City Division of Allied-Signal Aerospace Co. produces
and procures non-nuclear electrical,
electronic, electromechanical, mechanical, plastic and metal components for nuclear weapons under contract for the U.S. Department of Energy.
Caps and gowns for graduating
students will be available at the University Bookstore in the University
Center-West after 8:30 a.m. Thursday,
May 6.
The bookstore is open from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
and from IOa.mt04:30p.m.on Saturday, May 15.

Looks like a
Vivarin night.

~

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two·today. And
.now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when y~u have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!
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from page 21

INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE!
Complete Computer Hardware Reduction Going On Now At
6% Soulution in the Copperfield Square .
. Now is the time to upgrade your existing Computer System...
Check out these prices:
1.44 Floppy Disk Drives - $45.00
Connor 170 meg Hard Drives - $295.00
101 Enhanced Keyboards - $45.00
Samsung SVGA non-interlaced Color Monitors - $337.00
2400 baud Internal Fax Modems - $55.00
**plus much, much more. Only while supplies last.
We must make room for our new line of computer systems, so stop by
today and purchase quality computer hardware and supplies at
drastically reduced prices! Let's make a deal!!

6% Solution
A Computers Plus Company

602 West 6th Street
Rolla, MO 65401

Friday. May 7

'S'U'N'O' O'G'S '
-

Alternadve Rock

Saturday. May 8

364-7133
All Show$ S3.OO Coverl Can' beallnaU
To get to The New Beal t.ke Hv.y. 63
mile ~Sl Willman. SuperCcnler,
our na~jng sign and tum 0f'I
C (Just ~rOle Big Beal) ~ 1/.
e New Beal is C)(Ill'Ie rIght

.

Cen.

r. For

Serving your favorite draft, bottled beer &: beverage coolers.

CONGRA TULA TIONS to the 1993-94
UMR T.E.C.H.S. Peer Educators

t-

~~I

4 24 7 599 8

Francine Belaska
Sean Bentley
Brian Beyer
Gayatri Bhatt
Yan Pei Chao
Andy Dooley
Terry Hall
Bradley Harvey
Brian Hunnius
Fazal Khu r ram
Kyle Koederitz
Rayna Koopman
Kirk Kreisel

Steven Lang
Jeff Lewallen
Ronald Longwell
Carmen Murrell
Regina O'Brien
Craig pidcock
Jeff Rush
Claire-Nechol Sevier
Angela Urbanc
Eric Utterson
Sabrina Voshell
Steven Weber
Sarah West

